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Scope and Coverage

Within this sports dictionary one can find in-depth information about a
vast array of sport activities from baseball rules to rules of tennis and
soccer rules. It covers many of the sports rules, sports kings, history of
sports, past Olympic games, famous footballer profiles, and much
more.

Kind of Information

Definitions, descriptions etc. are given along with the terms. See and See
references are also provided. Provision for getting further information on a

particular term is also incorporated. Some examples are given below for
clear understanding.

For example, some examples are given below.

A-WEIGH
(See ANCHOR.)
See also: B L (Bill of Lading) , TACK , B S S 1 1 , 2006 World Cup Squad Argentina , IADC

FIFA
Federation Internationale de Football Association - the official governing body of
international football since 1904 which established the World Cup tournament; helps
set and revise laws of the game.

See also: QUICKEN , 2 goals - World-Cup-2006 , I L , F.DESP (FD) , HANKS

ZIM
Country code for: Zimbabwe
Full list of Country Codes .

The information in this glossary is based on Wikipediaâs material on the Olympic
Games, and has been additionally edited by Babylon. A list of Wikipedia authors on
the Olympic Games can be found here. This glossary is licensed under the GNU
Free Documentation License.
See also: V BOTTOM , N.M.F.C. , VIOL , KEDGE , UGA

Special Features

 Term of the day is present here.
 List of most popular terms is also shown here.
 Facilities of other resource links like NBA, NFL,
Soccer, MLB etc. available here.
 User can send their feedback, comments and
suggestions through email.

Arrangement Pattern

All the terms related to various sports are arranged alphabetically.
Provision for browsing by letters is available middle in the home page.
An example is given for clear understanding. Under the alphabet “A”

the terms like DFRT, DG, DGN, DGR, DH, DHDATSBE, DHDWTSBE,
DIAMOND, DIN etc. are arranged.

Remarks

Comparable Tools

In giving brief ideas regarding various sports and sports related terms,
this online dictionary plays a vital role. The huge compass of this
dictionary regarding sports makes it a valuable asset to sports lovers.
 Golf Glossary (http://murdofrazer.com/golfglossary#glossary_c)
 Oxford Dictionary of Sports Studies
(http://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199
213818.001.0001/acref-9780199213818)
 Sports Definition.com ( http://www.sportsdefinitions.com/)
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